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Abstract 
Del Lungo, A., Polyominoes defined by two vectors, Theoretical Computer Science 127 (1994) 
187- 198. 
The polyominoes’ problem defined by two vectors has been proposed by M. Nivat in the course of 
the seminar held at the Dipartimento di Sistemi e Informatica di Firenze, on September 1992, on the 
subject Tiling the plane with a horizontal bar h, and a vertical bar 0.. It is the problem of establishing 
the existence of a polyomino with a given number of cells in every column and every row. The 
problem is solved for the following classes of polyominoes: directed column-convex, directed convex, 
and parallelogram. The problem is also solved in the class of convex polyominoes in a particular 
case. Furthermore, it is possible to define an algorithm that controls the existence of a directed 
column-convex, or directed convex, or parallelogram polyomino, with a given number of cells in 
every column and in every row. 
1. Introduction 
A ceII is a square [i, i+ l] x [j, j+ l] G R x R, with i and j integers. A po~yomino is 
a finite connected union of cells such that the interior is also connected. Polyominoes 
are defined up to translation. The area of a polyomino is the number of cells, and the 
perimeter is the length of the border. 
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The problems concerning polyominoes are of two kinds: problems of tiling and of 
enumeration. In the problems of tiling the question of how to tile the plane ll = Z x Z 
[l, 31, and a finite figure of n (subset of cells) [2,5,6], with polyominoes, have been 
taken into consideration. 
The enumeration of polyominoes according to the area or the perimeter is a major 
unsolved problem in combinatorics, yet exact enumerative formulae are known for 
subclasses of polyominoes. These subclasses are defined by imposing conditions of 
convexity and conditions of direction in order to add new cells. For a survey on the 
recent results and methods concerning the enumeration of polyominoes, see [4,7]. 
In this work we consider a new problem concerning polyominoes, proposed by 
M. Nivat, called the polyominoes’ problem dejned bJ1 two vectors. It is the problem of 
establishing the existence of a polyomino with a given number of cells in every column 
and in every row. The problem is solved for the following classes of polyominoes: 
directed column-convex, directed convex and parallelogram. The problem is also 
solved in the class of convex polyominoes in the case the first column (resp. row) is 
larger than the second, or the last column (resp. row) is larger than the last but one. 
Furthermore. it is possible to define an algorithm that controls the existence of 
a directed column-convex, or directed convex, or parallelogram polyomino, with 
a given number of cells in every column and in every row. This algorithm can also 
construct the polyominoes in case they exist. 
2. Preliminaries 
A column (resp. row) of a polyomino is the intersection between the polyomino and 
any infinite vertical (resp. horizontal) strip of unit squares. A polyomino is said to be 
column- (resp. row-) convex if all its columns (resp. rows) are connected. A conuex 
polyomino is a polyomino which is both row- and column-convex. A parallelogram 
polyomino is a convex polyomino such that each column has no column on its right 
with a lower cell than itself and no column on its left with a higher cell than itself. 
A polyomino is directed if any one of its cells can be reached from a particular cell 
(called source), using only east and north steps (directed path) by means of a path 
contained in the polyomino. A directed column-conuex (resp. convex) polyomino is 
a directed polyomino with connected columns (resp. columns and rows). 
Notations. We denote the class of convex, directed convex, directed column-convex 
and parallelogram polyominoes by %‘, S%, 9%-g, 99, respectively. 
Now we give the notion of satisfiability to permit the definition of the polyominoes’ 
problem defined by two vectors, as proposed by M. Nivat. 
Definition 2.1. Let A=(a,,a, ,..., u,)EN” and B=(b,,b, ,..., b,)EN” be two vectors. 
The pair (A, B) is said to be satisjiable in the class of polyominoes .Y, if there exists at 
least one polyomino n ~9 such that the number of cells contained in the ith column 
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Fig. 1. Polyomino column-convex. 
and in thejth row is equal to ai and bj, respectively, for i= 1,2,. . . , n and j= 1,2,. . , m. 
It is said A satisjies (A, B) in 9 
Problem. Let AEN” and BEND be two vectors. Establish if (A, B) is satisjiable 
in the class of polyominoes 9, and determine the number of polyominoes of 9 that 
satisfy it. 
Example 2.2. Let A=(5,7,3,5,4,6,2,5) and 8=(2,4,4,4,7,6,4,3,2,1) be two vectors. 
The polyomino in Fig. 1 satisfies (A, B) in 9VS’. 
3. Number of polyominoes that satisfy a pair (A, B) of vectors in 9V%‘, 9%‘, 99 
Let A be a polyomino in 9V??, We denote the maximum and the minimum 
ordinate of cells of the ith column by k&(A) and mi(A), respectively (see Fig. 1). 
k&(A) and mi(A) are the maximum and minimum ordinate of the ith column, 
respectively. 
Proposition 3.1. Let A EN” and BEN m be two vectors. There is at most one polyomino 
that satis$es (A, B) in 9VV. 
Proof. Let A be a polyomino of &BY”%. If A satisfies (A, B) in 9V%? then it is formed 
by n connected columns such that the length of the ith column is ai, for i= 1,2,. . , n. 
Using the definition of directed column-convex polyomino, we have 
hi=mi+l(A)-m;(A) SO that O<hi<ai-1 for i=l,2,...,n-1. 
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Fig. 2. The difference between the minimum ordinates of two adjacent columns. 
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Fig. 3. Polyominoes A,, A, superimposed. 
Let us assume that there are two different directed column-convex polyominoes 
/iI, AZ, that satisfy (A, B) in 9V%‘. A, and A, are formed by n connected columns 
with lengths equal to the corresponding element of the vector A. Superimpose the two 
polyominoes so that the first column of A, may coincide with that of AZ. Since A, and 
A2 are different, we have a k integer, with 1 -C k d n, such that the first k - 1 columns of 
A, and A2 are perfectly superimposed while the kth ones are not. 
Let us suppose, without loss of generality, that m,(A 1 ) < mk(A,) (as in Fig. 3). Then, 
using the definition of directed column-convex polyomino, we have mk(A2)~mj(A,), 
for k<j<n, and thus m,(A,)<mj(A,), for kdjdn. From this we get that A, has 
a larger number of cells on the (mk(A1)+ 1)th row than AZ. But this contradicts the 
fact that A, and A2 satisfy (A,B) in 9V”V, and consequently they have the same 
number b,,,.,II,+l of cells on the (mk(A1)+ 1)th row. 0 
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The directed convex polyominoes and the parallelogram polyominoes are particu- 
lar directed column-convex polyominoes and so we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. Let AEN” and BEN” be two vectors. There is at most one polyomino 
that satisfies (A, B) in %? (resp. 99). 
4. Necessary and sufficient condition for satisfiability 
In this section we give a condition that enables us to determine if a pair (A, B) of 
vectors is satisfiable in the class 9V%? (resp. 9%?,9V). 
Definition 4.1. Let bf R. We define _I1 b It as follows: 
Definition 4.2. Let AE N n and BEN m be two vectors. We define 
ccld;f’bI, c(k d:f. bk _ ‘i’ 
Oj 
= il 
a,-k+j 
~ 2 
j=l i=ajmr+l ai It 
where 
k 
i=l 
Theorem 4.3. Let AE N” and BE N” be two vectors. The pair (A, B) is satisfiable in 
23V%? ifs there exists a qE N, q < m, such that 
(i) $1 di<q then Ori>O, a,,> 1, or ai=O, and aGr>i-k+l, where k=max { jgN: 
Rj>O and l<j<i}; 
(ii) a4 > 0, op = n; 
(iii) ifq<i<m then cCi=O; 
(iv) i $J 
a,-m- 1 +j 
It 
=o. 
j=l i=o,_,+l ai 
Proof. (-) Let us suppose that (i)-(iv) hold true. We consider the polyomino 
AE&~YV obtained by connecting n columns where the length of the ith column is 
given by aieA, for i= 1, ..,, n, so that (see Fig. 4) 
mi(A)=k, with ak<i<ok+I for k=O, l,..., q- 1. 
Conditions (i) and (ii) imply that the constructed object is a directed column-convex 
polyomino with n columns. Now we prove that the kth row of A is made up of bk cells, 
with k = 1,2,. . . , m. The length of the kth row is given by the difference between ck and 
the number ck of columns whose maximum ordinate is such that Mi(n)< k, with 
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Fig. 4. Directed column-convex polyomino 
1 <<i<~k. Looking at Fig. 4 we observe that, if q < k<m then ck is the number of 
columns such that M,(A)< k, with 1 <ida,. Now consider the columns which lie 
between the (ai- + 1)th and the (oj)th. For these columns we have Mi(A)=ai+j- 1 
for Oj- 1 + 1 didoj. Thus, the number of columns having Mi(A)< k is 
We get that the number of cells in the kth row, with 1 < kdq, is 
k-l 
ck-Ck=gk- 1 gj-gj_l- ai-k+j 
j= 1 ai ill 
Thus, 
k k-l 
ck--Ck= 1 rj- 1 uj- ai-k+j 
j=l j= 1 ai 
On the contrary, if q < k d m then the number of cells in the kth row is given by 
ok-ck=ok- i aj-aj_l- 
ai-k+j 
j= 1 ai II) 
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and so 
But due to condition (iii) we have uk = ck _ 1 = . . = c4 = x4= 1 aj, and ak = 0, and thus 
we obtain 
ai-k+ j 
ai 
a,-k+j 
___ =bk. 
4 It 
Using condition (iv) we get that the number of rows of the polyomino /1 is not greater 
than m. Consequently, A satisfies (A, B) in 9VV. 
(+) Let (A, B) be satisfiable in D’QY. Using Proposition 3.1 we obtain that there is 
only one polyomino /1~9V# that satisfies (A, B). A is made up of n connected 
columns where the length of the ith column is given by aiEA for i = 1,2,. . , n. The 
number fik of columns of /1 whose minimum ordinate mi(A)= k - 1 is equal to c(k. 
Using the definition of directed polyomino, we prove the latter assertion. From this 
definition we have that mi(A)<mj(A) for all i< j. The first row of A contains b, cells, 
thus m,(A)=0 for i= 1,2, . . . , bl. But c(~ = bl implies that /I1 =cI~. The number of cells 
in the second row is equal to b2, thus pz is given by the difference between b, and the 
number of columns that occupy the first b, positions and that are made 
than one cell. i.e. 
fl,=b,- 2 
i=l 
Proceeding in the same way for all the following rows, we have that &= elk, for 
i= 1,. . . , q, where q- 1 is the minimum ordinate of the nth column (see Fig. 4, 
q-l=max 1 $ i <,, mi(A )). Since A ~999’ and since rk is the number of columns of 
A whose minimum ordinate mi(A)=k- 1 for k= 1,2,...,q- 1, we get conditions (i) 
and (ii). 
up of more 
Remembering that oIj=Oj-Oj- 1, from the proof that pj=uj for j= 1, . . . ,q, we 
obtain 
mi(A)=j-1 with oj_l<i<aj for j=O,l,...,q-1. 
Consequently, the number bk of cells in the kth row of A, with q < k d m, is such that 
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Thus, we obtain condition (iii): 
As /1 is made up of m rows, the (m+ 1)th row of lattice plane Il contains no cells 
of /1. i.e. 
Using Theorem 4.3 we easily obtain the following corollaries. 
Proposition4.4. /1E~~i~nE~~“~undMi(n)dMi+1(n)fori=1,2,...,n_l,wkere 
n is the number of columns of A. 
Corollary 4.5. Let AE N” and BE NJ” be two vectors. The pair (A, B) is satisfiable in 5V 
$7 the four conditions qf Theorem 4.3 and the following one are verified: 
(v) Vi, jgN such that 1 <i< j <n we have 
ai<aj+k-k, 
where k,kEN which satisfy ldk~kdq, a,_,<i<~~, o,_,-~j<o,. 
Proof. The maximum ordinate A4i(/l) of the ith column of BEG%%‘%? is the following 
one : 
Mi(/i)=ai+k-1 for ak_,<i,<ak, 
where ai is the length of the column. Using Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 4.4 we 
obtain the corollary. Cl 
Proposition 4.6. AESW if A ELW”V and if there is PEN, 1 <p <n suck that 
(i) Mi(Ll)GMi+,(n) for i=l,2,...,p-1, 
(ii) Mi(/i)>Mi+,(/i) for i=p,p+l,...,n-1, 
where n is the number of columns of A. 
Corollary 4.7. Let A EN ” and BEN m be two vectors. The pair (A, B) is sati$able in 9% 
ifs the four conditions of Theorem 4.3 and the following one are veri$ed: 
(v’) dejining 6 and p in the following way: 
Sdz max {a,+k: kEN, such that ak_,<i<ak}, 
l<i<<n 
pdzf.max{iEN: 6=ai+k, where kEN, is suck that okel <i<oa,}, 
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we have that Vi, j E N : 
(1) gl<i<j <p then ai<aj+h-r, 
(2) ifp<i< j <n then ai>aj+h-r, 
where h,rEN which satisfy lbr<hGq, 0,-1<i<a,and ~h-l<j~gh. 
Using Theorem 4.3, Corollaries 4.5 and 4.7, it is possible to deduce the algorithms 
that determine the satisfiability of a pair (A, B) in the classes: 9%, 9Y”%?, 99, and to 
construct the polyomino that satisfies (A,B) if it exists. 
5. Satisfiability in the class of convex polyominoes 
Using Proposition 3.1 we obtain a corollary for the satisfiability in the class of 
convex polyominoes. 
Corollary 5.1, Let A E N ” and BE N m be two vectors. If a, > a2 or b, > b, or a,, > a, _ 1 or 
b, > b,_ 1 then there are at most two polyominoes that satisfy (A, B) in +Z. 
Proof. Let us suppose that a, >a2. If there is a convex polyomino A that satisfies 
(A,B), then it is north-east or south-east directed (see Fig. 5). Thus, using Proposi- 
tion 3.1 there are at most two polyominoes that satisfy (A, B). The other cases can be 
proved in the same way. q 
We consider some cases where a, >a2 and there are two different convex poly- 
ominoes that satisfy (A, B). 
Let A=(a,,a,,...,a,)EN” be a vector. We also denote Z(A)=(a,,a,_l,...,a,). Let 
us suppose that a, > a2, and A = I(A) (resp. B = I(B)). If A is a convex polyomino that 
satisfies (A, B) in %‘, then the polyomino T,(A) (resp. T,(A)) obtained by reflecting 
A w.r.t. the y axis (resp. x) also satisfies (A, B) in %. Consequently, if A # 7”(A) (resp. 
A # T,(A)) then two different convex polyominoes A and T,(A) (resp. T,(A)) that 
satisfy (A, B) are obtained. 
Fig. 5. Polyominoes north-east and south-east directed. 
E@ “i 
TY 
A 
TY(N 
Fig. 6. 
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Example5.2. A=(4,3,3,4),8=(1,3,4,4,1,1).In thiscasea,>a,andA=I(A). 
A and TY(A) are different (Fig. 6) and satisfy (A, B) in %‘. 
Example 5.3. A=(4,3,3,4, I), B=(l,4,.5,4, I). In this case a, >a, and B=I(B). 
A and T,(A) are different (Fig. 7) and satisfy (A, B) in %?. 
We remark that there are also some cases where a, > u2, A #Z(A) and B # Z(B) and 
(A,B) is satisfied by two different convex polyominoes. 
Example 5.4. A=(4,3,4,3,2), B=(1,4, $5, 1). In this case al>a2, A#I(A) and 
:; 
4 
Fig. 8. 
A 1, A, are different (Fig. 8) and satisfy (A, B) in V. 
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The same considerations could be taken for the cases bi > bZ, a,>~,_ 1 and 
b,>b,_,. 
Now we consider a proposition that permits, in some cases, to express the problem 
of two vectors in %? by means of the one in 9% and in 99’. 
Proposition 5.5. Let AEN” and BEN” be two vectors: 
(i) if aI >az, (A, B) is satisjiable in %? @(A, B) or (A, Z(B)) is satisfiable in %S’, 
(ii) ifa. > a,_ 1, (A, B) is satisfiable in VT ifS(Z(A), B) or (Z(A), Z(B)) is satisfiable in 
9v, 
(iii) if bI > bZ, (A, B) is satisjable in VT iff (B, A) or (B, Z(A)) is satisfiable in %T, 
(iv) ifb,>b,_I, (A, B) is satisfiable in 92 @(Z(B), A) or (Z(B), Z(A)) is satisfiable 
in 9%7, 
(v) ifal>a, and ~,>a,_~, (A,B) IS satisfiable in GT? ifs (A, B) or (A, Z(B)) is 
satisjiable in 99 
(vi) ifbI>bz: and b,>b,_I, (A,B) ’ IS satisjable in %? if (B, A) or (B,Z(A)) is 
satisjiable in 99, 
(vii) if aI >a2 and b, > bZ, (A, B) is satisjiable in %? ifs(A, Z(B)) is satisjiable in 9.9, 
(viii) ifal >a2 and b,> b,_ 1, (A, B) is satisfiable in %? $(A, B) is satisjiable in 99, 
(ix) ifa,>a,_ 1 and bI > b2, (A, B) is satisfiable in 97 if(B, A) is satisfiable in 9’9, 
x z ~,>a,_, and b,>b,_I, (A, B) is satisfiable in %? @(B,Z(A)) is satisjiable in 
pg() If 
i ‘) 1 x1 I a1>a2 and a,>a,_I and b,>b, or b,>b,_, (resp. bI>b2 and b,>b,_, 
and aI >a2 or a,, >a,_ 1), we have that (A, B) is not satisfiable in S’. 
Proof. We prove point (i). If (A, B) is satisfiable in %‘, since a, >a2, there is a poly- 
omino A, north-east and/or a polyomino A, south-east directed that satisfies (A, B). 
If A 1 satisfies (A, B) then (A, B) is satisfiable in 98. If A2 satisfies (A, B) then (A, Z(B)) 
is satisfiable in LB%?. On the contrary, if (A, B) is satisfiable in 9%, being SF&? c S’?, we 
have that (A, B) is satisfiable in %Y. Whereas if (A, Z(B)) is satisfiable in 9% then by 
reflecting the polyomino that satisfies (A, Z(B)) , w.r.t. the x axis, we obtain a convex 
polyomino south-east directed that satisfies (A, B). Consequently, (A, B) is satisfiable 
in +2. 
The other points of the proposition can be proved in the same way. 0 
Using Proposition 5.5 we deduce that if we could determine the satisfiability of 
(A,B) in %7 in the case where aI<a2 and anfan_l and b,<bz and b,<b,_I, we 
would have completely solved the polyominoes problem defined by two vectors in $7. 
Unfortunately, for the moment, this case is still unsolved. 
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